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Chapter 1631: Immortal Binding Rope 

a battle where three half-step celestial deities went all out. how intense the battle situation would be? 

after a bout of fierce fighting, the three people all sustained considerable injuries. 

swoosh! swoosh! swoosh! 

seeing the three people seriously injured, those divine lord realm powerhouses who plucked up their 

courage and followed finally could not resist making a move. 

the three people sneered at virtually the same time. raising their hands, it was several powerful attacks. 

bang! bang! bang! 

these people were directly blasted into dregs and did not even leave behind bones. 

song yu smiled coldly and said, “a bunch of ants also have wishful thinking of obtaining the origin 

magnetic divine mountain!” 

lei yi said, “carrying on fighting like this isn’t a way either! with the three of our strength, we can only 

cause destruction to all three sides in the end!” 

ka suo said, “then what do you say?” 

lei yi said, “first, obtain the origin magnetic divine mountain, then it’s not too late to fight! otherwise, 

the three of us beat each other to death and didn’t even touch the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

isn’t that too unjust?” 

ka suo and song yu froze, discovering that what lei yi said was very reasonable. 

right now, this kind of situation, it was really hard to say what the final result would be. 

“fine, as you say!” ka suo said. 

“i have no objections either!” song yu said. 

lei yi said in a solemn voice, “go!” 

the three people’s figures moved, sprinting over toward the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

but very soon, their faces became ugly. 

the closer they got to the origin magnetic divine mountain, the harder they found it to walk! 

the incomparably powerful forcefield crushed them until they could not catch their breath. 

they felt like their feet had grown roots, unable to even pull them up. 

one had to know, these three people were all celestial deity realm powerhouses. the power of this 

forcefield could be seen at a glance. 
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“damn it! the origin magnetic divine mountain’s origin magnetic field is getting stronger and stronger. at 

this rate, we can’t go over at all!” song yu said in a solemn voice. 

ka suo’s fleshy body was the strongest among the three people. but at this time, he was also not much 

better than the other two. 

the three people even unleashed their strength to suckle on the teat, but their speed got increasingly 

slower. 

“there’s still a distance of around 1000 feet. whoever makes it through, this origin magnetic divine 

mountain will be his!” ka suo said in a cold voice. 

a distance of 1000 feet, normally to these three people, it was merely a matter of lifting their feet. 

but now, it was a short distance away and yet, poles apart. it was so far beyond reach. 

“argh!!” 

ka suo roared wildly, struggling until his face turned red, before barely managing to take a step. 

this step seemed to have exhausted all the strength in his body. 

ka suo gritted his teeth and said, “why is this origin magnetic divine mountain’s forcefield so strong?” 

“puhwark!” 

song yu was finally overwhelmed, spewing out a mouthful of blood. 

at this time, song yu felt like he was carrying an entire mountain on his back, being crushed until he 

could not even straighten his waist. 

but with the precious treasure ahead, none of them would give up, urging the world power in their 

entire bodies to the limits, using their all to fight against this powerful forcefield. 

however, this was still futile. 

at this point, even advancing a step was also a luxury. 

an entire six hour’s time passed, the three of them merely walked out around 200 feet. there was still a 

distance of 800 feet away from the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

under the powerful forcefield, the three of them were already seriously injured. it was much more 

severe than when they came to blows earlier. 

but at this time, inside a chunk of rock, a hint of a scornful laugh flitted across the corners of gao yuan’s 

mouth. 

for gao yuan to be able to live until now, what he relied on was not just him taking advantage of his 

seniority. he truly had genuine ability. 

his concealment skill was very brilliant. he had once used this method and survived inside mystic realms 

countless times. 

today, it indeed played a role again. 



he slowly walked out of the rock, looking at the three severely injured people, immensely pleased with 

himself. 

although song yu three people were seriously injured, their divine senses were still very sensitive. 

when they saw gao yuan suddenly pop out at this time, their eyes revealed a look of surprise. 

“hahaha ... so what if celestial deity powerhouse? isn’t it still me who has the last laugh? weren’t the 

three of you very arrogant earlier? be arrogant again now!” gao yuan laughed wildly and said. 

currently all of song yu trio’s energy was used to resist the origin magnetic divine mountain’s forcefield. 

once they withdrew their strength, that horrifying forcefield would be like a tall mountain falling from 

the air, crushing them into minced meat! 

if they wanted to withdraw, they must back out little by little. 

it was also precisely because of so that gao yuan dared to show up at this time. 

otherwise, even if the three of them were seriously injured, he also would not dare to easily show face. 

bang! 

gao yuan grinned hideously. lifting his hand, a beam of divine essence fired out, flying straight for song 

yu. 

song yu’s feet were rooted at this time and did not even have the qualifications to dodge, forcefully 

receiving this blow. 

even though there was the effect of the forcefield, when this attack reached song yu here, the power 

was already no strong. 

but at this time, this palm was simply a death-hastening talisman to him. 

song yu spewed out a mouthful of fresh blood wildly! 

crack! 

this palm’s effect was a chain reaction. his body was overwhelmed. the powerful forcefield was crushing 

him until his bones cracked. 

his expression was livid, aware that he no longer had the strength to move forward. hence, he slowly 

stepped back and withdrew. 

“song yu, if you dare to retreat, this old man will send you to the west right now, do you believe it?!” 

gao yuan shouted fiercely[1]. 

song yu got a fright and indeed no longer dared to retreat, and could only grit his teeth and persevere. 

when gao yuan saw the situation, he laughed unbridledly and said, “song yu, haven’t you always been 

very arrogant for so many years? be arrogant with this old man again!” 

song yu’s expression was incomparably ugly. this was really a tiger landing in a plain being bullied by a 

dog. 



he never thought that he would actually succumb at gao yuan’s hands. 

this ant in his eyes actually controlled his life and death now! 

gao yuan was incomparably refreshed in his heart. the grievance accumulated in his heart for so many 

years all erupted. 

rumble! 

gao yuan raised his hand and it was another palm. song yu was powerless and could only forcefully 

receive this blow. 

this palm was not heavy and could not kill him. but it increased his pressure. 

“hahaha ... this old man scammed wu xingtang to death back then, now, i scammed you to death too! so 

what if talented? aren’t you still going to die in this old man’s hands? isn’t it still this old man who has 

the last laugh?” gao yuan laughed loudly and said. 

song yu gritted his teeth and said in a cold voice, “gao yuan, don’t you get cocky! the thing that even we 

can’t obtain, with the likes of your bit of strength, can you get it?” 

lei yi also said in a cold voice, “if you can walk within 2000 feet, consider it my loss!” 

gao yuan had a look of disdain and said, “the three of you fools! who said that obtaining this origin 

magnetic divine mountain has to walk in front of it? open up your dog eyes and take a look at what’s 

this?” 

while talking, there was an additional golden-colored rope in gao yuan’s hands. 

the moment the three people looked, their expressions could not help changing drastically and they 

exclaimed, “immortal binding rope!” 

gao yuan smiled coldly and said, “at least you guys have a bit of knowledge! when this old man came out 

this time, i specifically borrowed this celestial deity mystic treasure, immortal binding rope, from city 

lord his excellency! now, open your dog eyes and look at how this old man acquires this origin magnetic 

divine mountain!” 

gao yuan gradually walked in the direction of the origin magnetic divine mountain, the pressure on his 

body also became greater and greater. 

however, when he walked 5000 feet away from the origin magnetic divine mountain, he came to a 

standstill. 

it was only to see seals being formed in his hands. that golden rope was seemingly like a spiritual snake, 

winding over toward the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1632: Taking on an Onerous Task 

the immortal binding rope sprawled out, directly pulling the origin magnetic divine mountain inside. 
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gao yuan was overjoyed, mustering up all the essence energy in his body, and pulled with all his 

strength! 

he totally thought that with his divine essence plus the power of the immortal binding rope, this 

celestial deity mystic treasure, he could absolutely pull the origin magnetic divine mountain over. 

however, in the next instant, he only felt a tremendous force transmit over. 

the origin magnetic divine mountain did not budge an inch, but because he used too much strength, he 

was directly jerked in the direction of the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

“puhwark!” 

using excessive force all at once and advancing too much distance forward, the horrifying forcefield 

instantly crushed him, spewing out a mouthful of fresh blood. 

gao yuan was already injured considerably. now, his injuries piled on. 

fortunately, the distance that he advanced was not too far, it was not to the extent of making the three 

people break away from his control. 

“hahaha ... i was wondering how capable you were! after messing around for half a day, it’s also like 

drawing water with a sieve!” ka suo laughed wildly and said. 

song yu suffered a big loss and already hated gao yuan to the extreme. he also grinned hideously and 

said, “idiots are idiots! what kind of weight does the origin magnetic divine mountain have? not refining 

it, nobody can think about bringing it away! even if another ten of you came, you can’t budge this kind 

of precious treasure too!” 

gao yuan crawled up rather difficultly, feeling like his innards had shifted positions, his bones almost 

snapping. 

the forcefield here was too strong. he did not dare to stay too long and wanted to withdraw and think of 

a way again. 

facing the three people’s mocking, gao yuan did not care. 

he grasped the advantage right now and did not fear these three people at all. 

the immortal binding rope already broke free from his hand. gao yuan was just planning on summoning 

it back when suddenly, his gaze turned intent! 

a figure appeared out of thin air, blocking the direction that the immortal binding rope was returning. 

swoosh! 

the immortal binding rope flashed and disappeared, directly disappearing! 

gao yuan’s shock was by no means insignificant. he desperately sensed for the immortal binding rope, 

frantically urging his spells, attempting to summon the immortal binding rope back. 

but the immortal binding rope was akin to a clay ox entering the sea. he was unable to sense it in the 

slightest anymore. 



that person looked at gao yuan and said with a faint smile, “this rope looks pretty good, i’ll accept it.” 

gao yuan opened his eyes wide, his eyes full of disbelief as he yelled furiously, “ye yuan, return the 

immortal binding rope to me! otherwise, this old man will make you die without a burial ground!” 

ye yuan looked at him like he was looking at an idiot. he said with a smile, “is your head spoiled? this 

little lord took your stuff, and you still want it back?” 

when ka suo trio saw the ye yuan who suddenly appeared, they were shocked until they could not close 

their mouths for a long time. 

especially ka suo, he had an expression like he had seen a ghost on his face. 

he was all too clear about the power of that palm of his. forget about an origin deity realm, even middle-

stage divine lord realm powerhouses would also die until not even residue remained. 

but now, ye yuan actually appeared in front of him without a scratch! 

“this ... how is this possible? how ... how is he completely fine?” ka suo said with an astounded look. 

“this kid is too sinister! just now, no idea what method he used either, he actually directly swallowed up 

the immortal binding rope!” song yu said with an ugly expression. 

“something’s wrong! with his strength, how can he possibly stand in the 2000 feet place?” lei yi said in a 

solemn voice. 

song yu’s expression changed and he had a foreboding premonition in his heart, and said in a solemn 

voice, “this origin magnetic field is already sufficient to surpass spatial laws. even if he comprehended 

second-layered heaven spatial laws, it’s also not possible to show up in this place currently! just what 

methods do this kid still have?” 

ka suo suddenly thought of a possibility and exclaimed, “this boy’s goal wouldn’t be the origin magnetic 

divine mountain, right?” 

at this time, ye yuan suddenly turned to look at ka suo and said with a smile, “congratulations, you 

answered correctly! originally, i wasn’t too interested in this origin magnetic divine mountain. but since 

you guys can’t obtain it, then this little lord will reluctantly accept it.” 

the moment these words came out, the three people’s expressions suddenly changed. 

song yu said with a suspicious look, “impossible! your bit of strength, you’ll be crushed into minced meat 

by the forcefield!” 

the other two did not speak, but the expressions on their faces clearly had the same thought as song yu. 

ye yuan smiled and said, “oh? is that so? not trying, who knows?” 

finished talking, ye yuan slowly walked over towards the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

four people looked at ye yuan, their eyes full of shock. 

amidst such a powerful forcefield, but ye yuan strolled idly like in a courtyard like he could not feel the 

existence of the pressure in the slightest. 



one had to know, even ka suo the three of them also suffered tremendous pressure when walking until 

2000 feet, struggling to stride forward. 

as for gao yuan, it went even more without saying. 

if he entered the 3000 feet region, he would probably be pressed into minced meat sauce. 

“impossible! this is impossible! how ... how can he withstand such a horrifying origin magnetic field?” ka 

suo said in shock. 

song yu’s expression also flickered incessantly and he gritted his teeth and said, “the secrets on this 

boy’s body are too many, with his means emerging in endless streams, impossible to guard against at 

all! who could have thought that it was actually him who would have the last laugh?” 

lei yi’s expression was very ugly as he said with a cold snort, “whoever has the last laugh isn’t 

determined yet! right now, it’s merely a distance of 2000 feet, the closer to the origin magnetic divine 

mountain, the more terrifying the origin magnetic field. i don’t believe that he can walk until the end!” 

the other two people also secretly nodded their heads when they heard that. 

what lei yi said was right, they only walked to the 800 feet distance and it was already as heavy as a tall 

mountain. the vicinity of the origin magnetic divine mountain was definitely horrifying until it was 

unimaginable. 

they did not believe that ye yuan could keep going like this. 

the four people stared with big eyes, looking at ye yuan slowly walk over just like this. 

2000 feet, 1500 feet, 1000 feet, 800 feet! 

ye yuan walked at a very uniform speed. before long, he was already shoulder to shoulder with song yu 

and the others. 

when the three people saw ye yuan walk to 800 feet with such ease, their hearts sunk to rock bottom. 

“no way! we definitely can’t give this lucky chance to this punk! otherwise, it will be akin to adding wings 

to a tiger for this boy!” 

the pressure that ye yuan gave him was truly too great. 

at this time, whatever celestial deity realm was no use at all! 

ye yuan walked past the three people, his gaze faintly swept over ka suo as he said with a smile, “you 

wait, our score will be settled properly!” 

ka suo was stared at by ye yuan until his heart beat wildly. this boy was actually threatening him! 

but he was not worried about ye yuan killing him right now. even though ye yuan’s strength rivaled first-

layered heaven divine lord, this was still too weak to him. 

with the strength of his fleshy body, even if he stood there and let a first-layered heaven divine lord kill, 

the first-layered heaven divine lord could not touch him in the slightest too. 



ye yuan was different from gao yuan, gao yuan was originally a half-step celestial deity powerhouse. 

even though he had his realm suppressed, his offensive strength was very powerful. his threat towards 

the three was very great. 

but ye yuan was merely an origin deity martial artist in the end. 

ye yuan himself also understood this point, hence, he did not make a move. 

“punk, you don’t get cocky! when this old man breaks free, the first one i’m killing is you!” ka suo 

gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

ye yuan smiled and said, “if you can really kill me, would i still be standing here? therefore, you’d best 

pray. pray that i grow slower. this way, you can live longer.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1633: Dogfigh 

ka suo was very depressed. if other origin deity realm powerhouses dared to speak to him like this, he 

would definitely laugh it over. 

this kind of trash could forget about posing the least bit of threat to him in their lifetimes. 

but ye yuan was different! 

this boy’s talent was too great. furthermore, his combat strength was heaven-defying. being at the 

origin deity realm, he already had the strength comparable to a first-layered heaven divine lord. 

once such a person grew up, the threat to him was too big! 

“however, even though killing you right now is somewhat forceful, making you suffer some hardship is 

still achievable.” 

ye yuan grinned as he said this, smiling until ka suo shuddered. 

“you ... what do you want to do? a measly origin deity realm trash wants to cause harm to this seat?” ka 

suo’s expression changed in a threatening manner, but inwardly he was shaky. 

ye yuan’s finger moved, a silver needle suddenly appearing on his fingertips. 

this silver needle was shockingly a divine lord mystic treasure! 

he looked at ka suo and said with a smile that was not a smile, “heh, measly origin deity realm? you have 

to know, this little lord is heavenly eagle imperial city’s pill tower elder! see this silver needle? this silver 

needle has rank three bone eroding heavenly fiend tears tempered on it. this thing ... don’t tell me that 

you never heard before?” 

ka suo’s gaze turned intent, his aura weakened, almost getting crushed to the ground by the forcefield. 

“you ... how do you know how to refine this kind of thing?” ka suo said in horror. 

bone eroding heavenly fiend tears was a strong poison that targeted the fiend race. it was incomparably 

powerful. 
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one drop of rank five bone eroding heavenly fiend tears was enough for him, this celestial deity 

powerhouse, to die a hundred times over! 

although rank three bone eroding heavenly fiend tears could not poison him to death, it was plenty for 

him to suffer. 

especially under this kind of state, once he was poisoned, he would definitely get incomparably weak. at 

that time, no need for ye yuan to make a move, he would also be crushed by the origin magnetic field. 

if what ye yuan held in his hand was a celestial deity artifact, he would not care at all. because celestial 

deity artifacts could not breach his defenses at all! 

however, what ye yuan held in his hand was a divine lord mystic treasure! 

this was deadly! 

looking at the silver needle on ye yuan’s hand swaying back and forth in front of him, ka suo finally 

broke down. 

swoosh! 

ka suo unleashed all of his strength, rushing out like an arrow leaving the string. 

as he walked away, ka suo spurted fresh blood wildly, his entire person unbelievably weak under the 

suppression of the origin magnetic field. 

rumble ... 

sprinting a distance of 3000 feet in one go, ka suo finally staggered, falling heavily to the ground. 

song yu two people’s faces changed slightly, looking at ye yuan rather fearfully. 

sure enough, ye yuan took out another small bottle. the two people immediately felt their hairs stand 

on end. 

no need to ask, inside this little bottle was nothing good as well! 

how could they give ye yuan the chance to prick them with the needle? learning from ka suo, they made 

their move, fleeing outside. 

with this escape, their injuries naturally could not be light under the heavy pressure. 

these three people sat there, spewing one mouthful of blood after another. the scene was rather grand. 

not far away, gao yuan’s expression changed slightly. 

he did not expect that ye yuan only used a silver needle and frightened three great celestial deity 

powerhouses until like this. 

ye yuan looked at the three of them and said with a smile, “what did you all run so fast for? i was just 

cracking a joke with you guys, you all took it seriously? i’m an alchemist, why would there be so many 

poisons on me?” 

“puhwark!” 



“puhwark!” 

“puhwark!” 

the three people spewed out a large mouthful of blood once more without prior agreement. 

this guy really exasperated people to death without paying for it. 

“ye yuan, you! when this seat recuperates from my injuries, i definitely won’t spare you! even if you’re 

heavenly eagle imperial city’s elder, it will not do as well!” song yu said furiously. 

the three of their strength was already less than one-tenth under severe injuries. 

ye yuan smiled and said, “then you all take good care of your injuries. i’ll retrieve the origin magnetic 

divine mountain first. oh, right, there’s still a person casting covetous eyes beside you guys. you all 

wouldn’t think that he would let you guys heal your injuries properly, right?” 

the three people’s faces changed, virtually looking at gao yuan at the same time, the flames of fury 

immediately igniting. 

gao yuan’s expression similarly changed. he did not expect that a sentence from ye yuan turned the fire 

on him and he roared angrily, “ye yuan, don’t make slanderous charges! this old man will leave right 

now. the three of you feel free to heal your injuries!” 

song yu sneered and said, “when you ambushed this seat just now, weren’t you very cocky? now, your 

father wants to see how you can still be arrogant!” 

ka suo and lei yi were both extremely shrewd people. how could they possibly allow a wolf to glare like a 

ravening tiger at one side unchecked? 

ye yuan not being able to kill them did not mean that gao yuan could not kill them. 

furthermore, gao yuan’s state currently was even a little better than the three of them. 

not killing him, how could the three of them dare to heal up? 

ka suo smiled coldly and said, “who the hell cares what happens! finish him off first before talking! this 

old punk is very insidious, not worse than ye yuan that punk! letting him live, who knows what he’ll do?” 

gao yuan’s expression was ugly to the extreme. ye yuan’s move of drawing fire onto him was really 

vicious! 

this was a blatant conspiracy. those three people were old foxes too, it was impossible to not see 

through that ye yuan was sowing discord. 

but they still had to make a move against him. 

the reason was very simple, they were not at ease! 

this brat was really hard to tangle with! 

swoosh! swoosh! swoosh! 

the three people forcefully endured the heavy injuries and pincered gao yuan in. 



ka suo three people were heavily injured and were long arrows at the end of their flight. 

if not for so, with their identities, how could they possibly join forces to attack? 

rather, it was gao yuan. even though he sustained injuries too, it was much lighter in comparison. 

very soon, the four people became entangled in a melee. 

how could gao yuan be the three people’s match? in a few rounds, he was teetering on his feet, 

sustaining considerable injuries. 

when ye yuan saw this scene, he could not help smiling slightly. 

the more shrewd the person, the easier it was to be fooled instead sometimes. 

the fight over there, he was not concerned. he was going to go and put away the origin magnetic divine 

mountain right now. 

just as ka suo and the rest said, ye yuan’s strength was insufficient to walk in front of the origin magnetic 

divine mountain. 

the origin magnetic field ahead was too strong. even though he had the origin magnetism spirit wood, 

this kind of divine object, this thing was clearly much inferior in comparison to the origin magnetic divine 

mountain. 

however, ye yuan has his method. 

to him, the origin magnetism spirit wood was the best medium to communicate with the origin 

magnetic divine mountain! 

ye yuan took out the origin magnetism spirit wood and poured essence energy inside frenziedly. 

with a swoosh, the origin magnetism spirit wood flew straight for the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

crack! 

the origin magnetism spirit wood actually inserted into the origin magnetic divine mountain without the 

least bit of obstruction! 

rumble! 

the origin magnetic divine mountain seemed to have been activated, instantly emitting a dazzling light. 

when the four people who were currently in a fierce battle saw this scene, they could not help stopping, 

looking at this scene with incredible shock. 

“how did this boy do it? he actually started to refine the origin magnetic divine mountain!” song yu’s 

expression changed drastically. 

ka suo gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “damn it! bustling around for such a long time and 

sustaining such heavy injuries, it actually benefited this brat in the end! when my injuries are healed, i’ll 

definitely kill this punk at all costs!” 

swoosh! 



just as the three people were in shock, gao yuan turned into a stream of flowing light, speeding away 

toward the outside world. 

the three people could not be bothered with him at all, their expressions looking at ye yuan 

complicatedly. 

“this origin magnetic divine mountain isn’t an ordinary treasure. its grade is unable to be determined at 

all! once it’s fully refined, probably even celestial deity powerhouses can be easily killed!” lei yi said with 

a very ugly expression. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1634: Full of Cunning Tricks 

ye yuan obtained the origin magnetism spirit wood for already so many years. he had long already fused 

into becoming one with it, no distinctions between each other. 

using it as a bridge to communicate with the origin magnetic divine mountain at this time went very 

smoothly. 

the origin magnetism spirit wood and origin magnetic divine mountain originated from the same source. 

it could be said to be from the same root. there naturally wasn’t that much aversion towards ye yuan. 

under the three people’s astonished gazes, ye yuan slowly walked out once more, heading toward the 

origin magnetic divine mountain. 

“why is such a powerful origin magnetic field totally useless against him?” song yu said in shock. 

“the origin magnetic field actually lost effectiveness! what in the world did he do just now?” ka suo also 

said in shock. 

lei yi had sharp eyes as he exclaimed, “you guys look above the origin magnetic divine mountain! that’s 

... origin magnetism spirit wood!” 

when the three people saw the origin magnetism spirit wood, they could not help coming to a 

realization, finally knowing why ye yuan could come and go freely under the cover of the origin magnetic 

divine mountain. 

origin magnetism law was a kind of very rare and unique law. the people that could comprehend it were 

extremely, extremely few. 

people as strong as the song yu trio could only release world power to resist the heavy pressure of the 

origin magnetic field too. 

but ye yuan, he could utilize origin magnetism law to neutralize the origin magnetic field! 

“damn it! this boy’s luck is also too heaven-defying. not only did he comprehend spatial laws, but there’s 

also actually even origin magnetism spirit wood, this kind of supreme treasure!” ka suo howled. 

ye yuan’s luck made him envious and jealous. 

amidst the three people’s complicated gazes, ye yuan slowly came in front of the origin magnetic divine 

mountain. 
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the origin magnetic divine mountain was black all over, the height of three people; very thick and 

strong. ten people could not wrap their arms around it too. 

ye yuan’s hand lightly put on the origin magnetism spirit wood, pouring divine essence inside, and 

started refining the origin magnetic divine mountain. 

but right at this time, song yu and lei yi exchanged a glance, suddenly revealing a vicious look. 

ka suo was an old monster who had lived for a million years, he immediately detected something amiss. 

swoosh! 

swoosh! 

two figures tore through the wind and arrived, rushing over toward him. 

ka suo’s figure dodged bizarrely, avoiding the two people’s attacks. 

“heh, you humans are indeed all treacherous people!” ka suo said with a cold laugh. 

song yu sneered and said, “the fiend race is cruel and savage, butchering living things! what trust is 

there to talk about with you, an aberrant lifeform?” 

lei yi nodded and said, “no need to be long-winded with him, kill him!” 

ka suo laughed loudly and said, “want to kill this seat, you guys are still a bit inexperienced!” 

at that time, in order to acquire the origin magnetic divine mountain, none of the three wanted to 

overly expend energy, so that was why it formed a delicate agreement. 

now, looking as the origin magnetic divine mountain was being taken by ye yuan into his bag, the 

balance between them was naturally broken. 

even though lei yi was an itinerant cultivator, humans and fiends were mortal enemies. now that there 

was a chance to kill ka suo, he naturally would not hesitate. 

moreover, ka suo, this kind of old monster who had lived for a million years, there was definitely quite a 

number of good stuff on him. 

killing him could also make up for the deficit this time. 

as for ye yuan, they already gave up. 

he and song yu both understood, their current states could not kill ye yuan at all. 

hence, they set the target on ka suo. 

if he was at his peak state, ka suo naturally did not fear the two. but at this time, it was still rather taxing 

for him to face the two people’s joint forces. 

“old devil ka suo, finishing you off, eminent orchid imperial city will be considered to have lost an arm 

too! today, you just remain behind here!” song yu said with a cold smile. 



song yu had long consumed some medicinal pills and forcefully suppressed his injuries. breaking out into 

fierce fighting at this time, he did not hold back in the slightest too. 

“damn it! song yu punk, today’s grudge, this old man has remembered it!” 

ka suo retreated as he fought, retreating towards the outside of the canyon. 

very soon, the three people disappeared, only leaving behind ye yuan alone refining the origin magnetic 

divine mountain. 

... 

outside the canyon, a group of people were unable to return above and could only quietly wait for the 

result. 

heavenly eagle imperial city’s side was filled with sorrow. ye yuan’s demise was a tremendous blow to 

them. 

suddenly, zheng qi’s gaze turned intent, sweeping over towards the depths of the canyon. 

a figure was currently fleeing over here in a fluster. who was it if not gao yuan? 

zheng qi’s stomach full of rage was just unable to give vent. seeing gao yuan, he finally found an opening 

to vent. 

his figure swept away, directly receiving him. 

“old fogey! today, let’s settle old scores and new together, die!” 

zheng qi shouted loudly, wielding his sword and advancing. 

gao yuan was currently in a state of trepidation, afraid of those three people chasing after. but he did 

not expect that there was a tiger at the back, a wolf in front. at this time, he was blocked head-on by 

zheng qi. 

“zheng qi, this old man isn’t free to mess around with you right now! get lost for this seat!” gao yuan 

said in a great rage. 

today was gao yuan’s most aggrieved day. 

he thought that he calculated everything. so he did not expect to be defeated at the hands of an origin 

deity realm brat. 

inside mystic realms, it had always been him scamming people. when had he been scammed by people 

before? 

but this time, starting from the fiend calling ridge, he was scammed all the way, all the way until being 

scammed by ye yuan in the end, even almost dying under the joint attacks of three great celestial deity 

powerhouses. 

now, even zheng qi this small fry dared to bully him. 



how could zheng qi give way? he saw that gao yuan was seriously injured, it was precisely the best 

timing to take revenge. it was naturally impossible to let the other party go. 

at this time, utmost peace imperial city still had some people remaining. when they saw that gao yuan 

was being stopped, they immediately wanted to take action and help. 

but heavenly eagle imperial city was currently the group of people being in the best state. how could 

they let these people go over? 

heavenly eagle imperial city’s people immediately surrounded them in the center. ning tianping smiled 

coldly and said, “this is the enmity between them. i want see who dares to make a move!” 

utmost peace imperial city’s people already lost more than half along the way. right now, these people’s 

bodies were also carrying injuries. 

at this time, heavenly eagle imperial city’s powerhouses were simply like a group of fierce tigers, while 

the opposite was a group of sickly cats. once they fought, there was not the slightest bit of suspense at 

all. 

ning tianping secretly sighed in his heart. if not for elder ye, they probably could not even accomplish 

blocking the adversary currently, right? 

but sadly, a genius of his generation actually perished just like this. 

that side, zheng qi completely had a fighting style without heed for his life, each move not leaving the 

vitals. 

under serious injuries, how could gao yuan still be a match, shouting in anxiety? 

“zheng qi, are you crazy? if you dare to kill me, utmost peace imperial city will never rest until you guys 

are dead!” 

“the matter back then can’t blame me at all, it was all wu xingtang himself who was greedy, that was 

why he lost his life!” 

“zheng qi, i was wrong, okay? let’s shake hands and make up!” 

gao yuan cried weirdly, finally even yielding and begging for mercy. but zheng qi turned a deaf ear to it. 

zheng qi was not a fool either, such a fine opportunity, once he missed it, he had to wait for god knows 

how many years! 

today, he must kill the other party! 

seeing that zheng qi listened neither to reason nor bowed to force, gao yuan cried out, “zheng qi, what 

are you risking your life so desperately for? ye yuan that boy isn’t dead. if you have the time to waste 

with me here, why haven’t you hurry up to go save him?!” 

zheng qi’s face that was calm was finally visibly moved. 

he stopped the sword in his hand and said in a cold voice, “what did you say?!” 

not just him, heavenly eagle imperial city’s everyone was all stunned. 



they saw ye yuan being killed by ka suo with their own eyes, how could he possibly not die? 

gao yuan said, “i initially also thought that ye yuan this punk died. who knew that he didn’t die and even 

sneaked inside. but now, he’s being besieged by three great celestial deity powerhouses, his life and 

death are unknown. you still have the time to waste here with me?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1635: Moving a Mountain Over 

Bang! 

While Zheng Qi was in a daze, Gao Yuan suddenly made a sneak attack, a palm strike toward the 

former’s chest. 

Suddenly hearing the news that Ye Yuan did not die, Zheng Qi’s mind received an impact and was dazed 

for a moment. How could Gao Yuan let go of this chance? 

Zheng Qi was struck flying by a palm, falling heavily onto the ground, fresh blood spurting wildly. 

This palm, Zheng Qi was completely unguarded, receiving it solidly, and already could not even stand up. 

It was also Gao Yuan who was seriously injured, his strength and divine essence less than 10%, that he 

did not kill Zheng Qi. 

But this was sufficient for Gao Yuan. 

His goal was not to kill Zheng Qi, but to escape! 

“You ... despicable!” Zheng Qi clutched his chest and said angrily. 

Gao Yuan laughed and said, “If time wasn’t pressing, this old man would have sent you to heaven! But 

I’ll tell you a piece of good news, Ye Yuan really didn’t die! Furthermore ... if there’s no accident, the 

precious treasure likely already belongs to him!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone all revealed astonished looks. 

“This ... How is this possible? I clearly saw with my own eyes him being killed by that fiend race 

powerhouse, how can he possibly not die?” 

“Not only did he not die, he even obtained a massive lucky chance from the hands of three mighty 

celestial deities!” 

“How did he do it? We have so many pairs of eyes, could it be that all made an error of judgment?” 

... 

The shock in everyone’s hearts could not be any greater. A person that had long already been smashed 

into dregs in their eyes actually seized the massive lucky chance this time. 

This kind of thing, even thinking about it felt unimaginable. 

Furthermore, this time had three great Celestial Deity powerhouses intervening in this matter. Could it 

be that they just watched Ye Yuan snatch the treasure unfeelingly? 
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Gao Yuan gave Zheng Qi a contemptuously glance and was just about to leave. 

“Hahaha ... Gao Yuan, thank you for bringing me this news! Since Ye Yuan didn’t die, this old man’s 

worry is gone! Today, this old man is going to perish together with you!” 

Suddenly, Zheng Qi laughed wildly without ceasing, the aura on his body skyrocketed! 

He suddenly stood up, the injuries on his body actually recovered instantly. Furthermore, his body 

emitted a red light halo, his entire person like he was berserk. 

When Gao Yuan saw this scene, his expression could not help changing as he said fiercely, “Zheng Qi, 

you’re mad! Crazed Sword Evanescent this move burns life and blood essence!” 

Zheng Qi was already utterly crazy as he laughed hard and said, “So what? Back then, when Master 

taught me this move, he made me not to use this move until the moment of life and death! But, missing 

today’s chance, who knows how long this old man has to wait until able to kill you again! Therefore, you 

must die today!” 

Normally, even if Zheng Qi used this Crazed Sword Evanescent move, it was also not possible to be Gao 

Yuan’s match. 

But this opportunity today was too good, Zheng Qi was clear that once he missed it, he probably would 

never have the chance to take revenge again in this lifetime. 

Even though the chances of Gao Yuan breaking through to the Celestial Deity Realm was very bleak, his 

chances of breaking through to the Celestial Deity Realm was similarly very slim. 

Want to take revenge, there was virtually no chance. 

And today might be the last chance. 

Zheng Qi waited for several tens of thousands of years, how could he possibly let go of this chance 

easily? 

Gao Yuan’s expression changed drastically and he said in horror, “Lunatic! You lunatic!” 

Gao Yuan and Wu Xingtang were powerhouses of the same era. He was naturally no stranger to Crazed 

Sword Evanescent, this move. 

Using this move in a desperate situation, not only could one’s state reach its peak, it could even let one’s 

combat strength soar. 

But the price was burning longevity and blood essence! 

Right now, using this kind of state, Zheng Qi using this move was simply too terrible for him. 

Virtually without the least bit of hesitation, Gao Yuan immediately sprinted madly away. 

Zheng Qi laughed coldly and shouted, “Where are you going?!” 

Zheng Qi used Crazed Sword Evanescent this move, his movement technique increased greatly, catching 

up to Gao Yuan in a blink of an eye. 



Each sword of his was faster than the last, forcing Gao Yuan until he was in a fluster. 

How could Gao Yuan still desire to continue fighting? He could only retreat as he fought. 

He knew that Zheng Qi’s state could not last too long. As long as he dragged it on with him, there would 

be a chance to counter-kill Zheng Qi. 

The two people, one chased, one ran, disappearing before everyone’s eyes very soon. 

Before leaving, Zheng Qi left behind an instruction. He said, “You all remain here and quietly wait for 

Elder Ye to come out!” 

Ning Tianping and the rest had conflicted looks. They did not think that Head Elder would actually be so 

decisive. 

Zheng Qi and Gao Yuan had just left not long ago when a series of violent fighting sounds came over 

from the rear again. 

Very soon, Ka Suo three people’s figures appeared in front of everyone. 

But they did not stay, chasing as they fought, also disappearing before everyone’s eyes very quickly. 

Everyone exchanged glances, only feeling that the current situation was extremely chaotic, and could 

not help becoming very confused. 

“Kill!” 

Heavenstar’s eyes revealed a fierce look and suddenly launched an attack, killing a human powerhouse 

with a lift of his hand. 

Only then did the human powerhouses come to a realization and counter-attacked one after another. 

But the humans were a host of dragons without a leader at this time and did not even have a person 

that could hold down the fort. How could they be the fiend powerhouses’ match? 

That Qiao An could not resist the loneliness and wanted to go in to seize the lucky chance, and was 

already killed by the three great Celestial Deity powerhouses jointly. 

At this time, Heavenstar and Di En two people were the strongest ones among this group of people. 

Even if his realm was being suppressed, it was also a tiger entering a flock of sheep. 

Luckily, everyone’s realm was being suppressed. The humans were not to the extent of a rout being like 

a landslide. But the situation was not good either. 

And now, the Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s powerhouses became this battle’s main force. 

Their strength was preserved very completely, their combat power very strong. 

Right now, among the human powerhouses, there was only Ling Zikun, one top powerhouse left. 

He also felt very strained facing two great peak third-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouses by 

himself. 



But the fiend race had the advantage in numbers in the first place, the humans getting defeated was 

also something inevitable. 

The present situation was very bad for the human’s side. 

“Everybody, hold out! As long as we wait until Lord Song Yu and Lord Lei Yi return, we’ll win!” Ling Zikun 

shouted. 

But the humans’ forces were too many and scrambled, each fighting for themselves. How could they be 

as united as the fiend race? 

Under the fierce fighting, the human powerhouses became lesser and lesser, their losses very tragic. 

Even Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s side also had quite a number of people who suffered serious 

injuries. 

Heavenstar laughed wildly and said, “That damn Ye Yuan, to actually dare snatch away the lucky chance 

this time! Today, you all have to pay the price for his actions! Hahaha!” 

Originally, seeing Ye Yuan get killed by Ka Suo, Heavenstar was very excited. 

But who knew that not only did Ye Yuan not die, he even obtained the massive lucky chance this time. 

Heavenstar was as uncomfortable as having eaten a fly in his heart. 

His fury was now all vented on slaughtering the human powerhouses. 

The human powerhouses’ number plummeted, each and every one of their faces revealing a look of 

despair. 

Right at this time, a white-clothed youth walked over from the depths of the canyon seemingly slowly, 

but in reality, it was fast. 

Each step that the youth took, there would be a very deep footprint under his feet. 

This youth’s hand was actually holding up an enormous mountain! 

Yes, comparatively speaking to his body, it was an enormous mountain. 

Under the huge mountain, his body appeared very weak, as if it could be crushed into minced meat by 

the huge mountain at any time. 

But, the youth was expressionless, lifting something heavy as if it were light, looking very relaxed and 

effortless. 

“E-Elder Ye! It’s Elder Ye!” Ning Tianping was the first to discover Ye Yuan, crying out in surprise. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1636: Domineering Killing 

Ning Tianping was first incomparably surprised, but seeing that large mountain on Ye Yuan’s hand, he 

was shocked until his jaws could not close. 

What the hell was this? 
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Elder Ye carried a mountain over? 

This scene seemed extremely comical. Ye Yuan’s body appeared extremely incongruous with the 

enormous mountain, yet, he was not crushed. 

Quite a few people all saw this scene, including those fiends. 

“Hahaha, is this kid here to make a joke? Carry a small hill here for what?” 

“Is this here to scare us? Haha, I’m so scared!” 

“What a large mountain! My goodness, I’m going to be crushed to death!” 

... 

To Origin Deity Realm martial artists, carrying a small hill of this scale was a very effortless thing. 

Therefore, even though Ye Yuan’s state looked very comical, everyone did not feel anything strange. 

If it were them, they could also hold it up easily. 

This kind of small hill to smash people would not cause any harm at all. Hence, that was why they would 

mock Ye Yuan like this. 

The fiend race already had victory within grasp and did not think that an Origin Deity Realm Ye Yuan 

could change anything. Even if he had first-layered heaven Divine Lord combat power, nothing would 

change. 

Ning Tianping they all also did not feel so, and shouted at Ye Yuan, “Elder Ye, don’t care about us, 

quickly go!” 

Ye Yuan flashed a smile at him. The latter was stunned for a while, then saw Ye Yuan lightly raise his 

arm, and pushed the enormous mountain. 

Then, he saw that enormous mountain draw a beautiful arc, landing on Heavenstar’s head. 

Heavenstar had long seen Ye Yuan, but he was very disdainful toward Ye Yuan. Seeing that Ye Yuan 

actually used the enormous mountain to come and smash him, he could not help sneering as he said, “A 

lousy mountain and you want to injure this seat? Do you really take this seat to be a piece of paper?” 

Heavenstar fished out a large hammer, it was shockingly a high-level fiend lord mystic treasure. 

Only to see him smile scornfully, brandish his hammer, a smashing over toward the Origin Magnetic 

Divine Mountain. 

At this time, the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain just happened to be falling. All of a sudden, a 

terrifying forcefield enveloped the entire battlefield. 

The originally disdainful-looking Heavenstar suddenly changed his expression drastically, finally 

discovering the terror of this enormous mountain. 

He instinctively wanted to run, but it was like his feet grew roots, unable to budge at all! 

“ARGH!!” 



A shrill yet despairing scream suddenly cut off. 

The Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain’s falling speed was too fast, fast until everyone could not react. 

They did not even have time to blink their eyes and Heavenstar was gone. 

“Puhwark!” 

Fresh blood flew everywhere! 

Di En and Ling Zikun who were not far away from him got blood splattered all over their faces. 

Di En could not resist shuddering, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out and beckoned, the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain returned to his hand 

once more, and was held up lightly just like that. 

This time, nobody could laugh anymore. 

Everyone ceased fighting, looking at the Heavenstar who was smashed into a meat pancake in endless 

horror. 

His fiend soul already dissipated with the wind, unable to even find a trace. 

A fiend powerhouse said in shock, “N-No way, right? What is this thing, how ... how is it so strong?” 

His face was very black, but at this time, it actually had signs of turning pale. Clearly, he was frightened 

badly. 

To be able to quash a third-layered heaven Fiend Lord powerhouse at once, the power of this enormous 

mountain was too terrifying. 

“O-Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain! The precious treasure born this time is actually an Origin Magnetic 

Divine Mountain! Q-Quickly run!” 

Talking to the back, Di En’s voice changed pitched, clearly terrified to the extreme. 

How could he still dare to stay, taking off and running! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Don’t be in a hurry to leave, I’ll send you off!” 

Done talking, he pushed the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain once more. The Origin Magnetic Divine 

Mountain caught up to Di En with incredible speed. 

Rumble! 

A loud noise transmitted over, another third-layered heaven Fiend Lord powerhouses was gone. 

Those fiend powerhouses were all overwhelmed by terror, wetting their pants in fear. How could they 

still dare to remain behind at this time? All of them unleashed every single bit of their strength, running 

away desperately. 

They could only pray, pray that Ye Yuan would not set his eye on them. 



Even Di En and Heavenstar, these two mighty powerhouses, were casually quashed. How could they get 

lucky? 

“R-R-Run! Quickly run!” 

“Quickly run! This human is a devil!” 

“Everybody quickly run! Being smashed by this small hill and you’ll be dead!” 

... 

For some time, the fiend race’s powerhouses fled in all directions, scattering like birds and animals. How 

could they still care about slaughtering the human powerhouses. 

The current Ye Yuan was a malefic star in their eyes. 

The human powerhouses were all dumbfounded. They were shocked by this scene before their eyes 

until it could not be any greater. 

They could not understand it no matter what. How did Ye Yuan become so strong all of a sudden, 

squashing two third-layered heaven Fiend Lord powerhouses with a few casual moves. 

One had to know, Heavenstar and Di En were genuine ninth-layered heaven Fiend Lord powerhouses! 

Actually, they misunderstood, this Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain only had such power inside this 

abyss. 

This abyss was a natural magnetic field. As long as Ye Yuan controlled the Origin Magnetic Divine 

Mountain and made it create an attractive force with this massive magnetic field, forget about fiend 

lords, even a fiend king would be squashed by him too! 

This Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain’s density was very horrifying. If not for refining it, even Ka Suo, 

this kind of Celestial Deity powerhouse, could forget about budging it in the slightest. 

Once this kind of thing crushed down, even divine lord mystic treasures would be crushed into dust too, 

let alone talk about a person. 

However, Ye Yuan’s current strength could only refine a small portion, and could not unleash its full 

power at all. 

If fully refined, quashing Celestial Deity powerhouses would be like playing. 

Just as Song Yu they all said, the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain’s grade could not be determined at 

all. It might be even more formidable than xiantian celestial deity mystic treasures! 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved, throwing the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain out once more 

Rumble! 

Rumble! 

Rumble! 

Ye Yuan tossed very casually, quashing one fiend race powerhouse after another. 



He specifically picked those powerful fiend powerhouses to kill, hitting one target after another without 

missing his shot. 

Those fiend powerhouses wailed miserably as if the end of the world had come, crying out in despair. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan’s tossing needed some time, it was also impossible to kill everyone. That was how 

quite a few fiends escaped. 

Even so, in this short while, the fiends also lost over a dozen powerhouses. 

Among them, there were quite a few powerhouses who were originally sixth-layered heaven Divine Lord 

and above. 

With this, it was sufficient for Eminent Orchid Imperial City and Blood Yama Hall to suffer. 

The human powerhouses were all dumbfounded, all incredibly shocked at the back. 

“This is the precious treasure that was born this time? This power ... is insane!” 

“This is also too fake, right? With this Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain, wouldn’t one make a clean 

sweep after going out?” 

“Yeah, whatever third-layered heaven Divine Lord, fifth-layered heaven Divine lord, whoever irks his 

eyes, he can simply throw that enormous mountain out and smash them accurately!” 

... 

Chasing away the fiend powerhouses, Ye Yuan put away the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain and found 

Ning Tianping. 

Ning Tianping watched until his blood boiled at one side, saying in surprise, “Congratulations, Elder Ye! 

Obtaining this precious treasure, Elder Ye can do whatever you please in the future!” 

Ye Yuan just smiled and suddenly discovered that Zheng Qi was not around, and could not help asking, 

“Where’s Head Elder?” 

Upon mentioning Head Elder, Ning Tianping’s eyes turned red and recounted the matter that happened 

previously. Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed when he heard and said, “This Gao Yuan is a bag full of tricks, 

Head Elder is likely not his match. You all wait here! I’ll go find them!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1637: Avenging the Great Enmity 

“Gao Yuan, get out for me!” Zheng Qi yelled furiously. 

His move succeeded just now, blasting Gao Yuan flying. 

But who knew that this guy rolled on the ground and disappeared! 

Zheng Qi knew that this guy was just hiding nearby. But no matter how he searched, he could not find 

Gao Yuan’s traces too, and could not help burning with anxiety. 

The time left for him was not much, once his body was overwhelmed, he would be incomparably weak. 
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At that time, he could only be at other people’s mercy. 

Zheng Qi felt that his life force was flowing away little by little. His body was also gradually weakening, 

losing his earlier bravado. 

He secretly hated his incompetence, to actually fail to grasp such a good opportunity. 

Zheng Qi knew that he could not stay anymore, otherwise, he would be counter-killed by Gao Yuan. 

He gritted his teeth, his figure moving swiftly, retreating towards the way he came. 

But right at this time, Gao Yuan suddenly appeared ahead, blocking his path. 

“Heh heh, weren’t you going to kill me? In a hurry to leave for what?” Gao Yuan smiled at Zheng Qi 

wickedly and said. 

The moment Zheng Qi saw Gao Yuan, he could not help being greatly enraged, immediately lifting his 

sword and attacking, saying furiously, “I’ll see where you run!” 

Who knew that he had just moved and Gao Yuan’s figure flashed, disappearing once more. 

Zheng Qi’s expression changed. He finally realized that Gao Yuan was deliberately wasting time with 

him. 

But realizing it was no use either. Ever since entering this terrain, he could not find Gao Yuan’s figure 

anymore. 

Gao Yuan’s concealment means were very strong, Zheng Qi could not find him at all. 

Zheng Qi urged his speed to the extreme, wanting to shake Gao Yuan off. But at this time, he and Gao 

Yuan seemed to have reversed. Gao Yuan followed like a shadow, but also did not come into contact 

with him. 

Suddenly, Zheng Qi’s head went dizzy, his feet staggering, nearly falling to the ground. 

A hint of a hideous grin flashed across the corners of Gao Yuan’s mouth, throwing out a palm, swift like 

lightning. 

Bang! 

Zheng Qi was struck flying out sidewards, fresh blood spurting wildly. 

At this time, zheng qi’s longevity and blood essence were burned too much and was already very weak. 

The injuries before also broke out again, his entire person virtually unable to move. 

When Gao Yuan saw this, he grinned hideously and said, “Zheng brat! Fighting with this old man, you’re 

still a little too inexperienced! Even Wu Xingtang couldn’t beat this old man, how can you possibly beat 

me?” 

Zheng Qi spewed out a mouthful of blood and gritted his teeth and said, “Despicable!” 

Gao Yuan laughed loudly and said, “Despicable? Heh heh, the victor becomes king and the loser a 

bandit! Wu Xingtang wasn’t despicable enough, so he had long already turned into dirt. This old man is 



despicable, and now, I’m Utmost Peace Imperial City’s head elder! And now, you’re also going to be like 

that damn master of yours, disappearing into thin air! Hahaha!” 

The current Zheng Qi could not muster up any strength at all. 

He knew that he was going to die. 

Gao Yuan laughed ferociously and smacked a palm toward Zheng Qi. 

Suddenly, Gao Yuan’s expression changed drastically, a feeling of immense danger welled up in his 

heart. 

Instinctively, Gao Yuan used the last of his strength and moved a little to the side. 

Rumble! 

A black mountain suddenly fell from the sky, shocking until the entire abyss was reverberating. 

“Ahh! My leg!” 

Immediately after, a shrill scream reverberated throughout the entire abyss. 

Gao Yuan clutched his thighs, large beads of sweat seeping out of his forehead, wailing incessantly. 

He dodged in time, avoiding his vitals. But the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain’s falling speed was too 

fast, he still could not avoid it completely, directly having both legs crushed. 

At this time, his both legs were already completely gone. An intense pain transmitted over, making him 

virtually going to asphyxiate. 

He desperately urged divine essence, wanting to recover his fleshy body, but it was no use at all. 

The Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain’s origin magnetic laws were too strong, not giving him the chance 

to recover at all. 

Ye Yuan slowly walked out, gave Gao Yuan a cold glance, and said indifferently, “No bad eh. Your 

reaction is pretty fast!” 

Gao Yuan looked at Ye Yuan in horror, his complexion pale, drawing a cold breath. 

“You ... How can you be so fast?” Gao Yuan said in horror. 

In his view, Ye Yuan should still be refining the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain at this time. How could 

he possibly refine the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain so quickly? 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “That isn’t what you should worry about. What you should worry about right now is 

how to repay your debt!” 

Gao Yuan’s expression was very ugly, the gears in his head turning at high speed, wanting to escape the 

present desperate situation. 

“I ... I wanted to save my life too! Zheng Qi he ... he went mad, insisting on killing me!” Gao Yuan gritted 

his teeth and said. 



Ye Yuan came to Zheng Qi’s side, looked him over, and his brows knitted together tightly. 

“Head Elder, you were too reckless! Taking revenge isn’t done by playing with your life. What’s the point 

of mutual destruction?” 

As Ye Yuan said, his fingers tapped rapidly, stopping Zheng Qi’s life from continuing to flow away. 

But Zheng Qi’s face had a look of relief at this time as he said, “You ... You don’t know, Master’s debt of 

gratitude to me is as heavy as a mountain! This time was a once-in-a-lifetime good opportunity. I ... I 

don’t wish to miss it. You don’t have to trouble yourself anymore. I know my body, it’s hopeless! You ... 

You take revenge for me!” 

Ye Yuan took out several medicinal pills and stuffed them into Zheng Qi’s mouth, saying coolly, “With 

me around, you can’t die! Taking revenge this sort of thing, you naturally have to do it yourself for it to 

feel awesome!” 

The medicinal pills entering the abdomen, a warm flow quickly surged up. Zheng Qi’s spirit immediately 

improved significantly. 

Zheng Qi said in surprise, “H-How can rank three medicinal pills have such medicinal effects?” 

He was incomparably shocked in his heart. With his current realm, he was totally immune to rank three 

medicinal pills. 

But Ye Yuan’s medicinal pills actually worked on him! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “What’s given to you were all void spirit divine-grade medicinal pills, 

replenishing essence and nourishing the qi. Although it can’t let you completely recover, there shouldn’t 

be major problems for the time being.” 

Not far away, when Gao Yuan saw this scene, he was beyond shocked. 

Void spirit divine-grade medicinal pills were virtually legendary existences. Ye Yuan actually took out a 

big pile in one go! 

Using rank three divine pills to suppress the injuries of a rank four powerhouses, only Ye Yuan dared to 

do so. Only he could do so. 

Gao Yuan was incomparably in despair inwardly. Both his legs were utterly crushed, his entire person’s 

aura feeble to the extreme. 

However, his desire to live was extremely strong. He did not wish to die here. 

Hence, he used both hands to crawl, wanting to escape from here. 

But Ye Yuan did not care about him at all and said to Zheng Qi, “How is it? Can you stand up?” 

Zheng Qi lifted his head and looked at Ye Yuan as he nodded and said, “Yeah!” 

Ye Yuan smiled, helped Zheng Qi up, and slowly walked over towards Gao Yuan. 

Seeing Gao Yuan’s miserable appearance, Zheng Qi was extremely delighted in his heart. 



“H-Haha, old fogey, you didn’t expect for this day to come, right? Over 60 thousand over years! I’ve 

already waited more than 60 thousand years for this day!” Zheng Qi endured the pain and said with a 

big laugh. 

Gao Yuan had a look of despair as he exclaimed, “Y-Younger Brother Zheng, I was wrong! I ... I beg you 

to let me go!” 

Zheng Qi sneered and said, “Let you go? Then who will let Master go?” 

Ye Yuan handed the Junyi Sword to Zheng Qi’s hands. Zheng Qi looked at Ye Yuan gratefully, the long 

sword suddenly glided by. 

Puchi! 

Gao Yuan’s pupils gradually enlarged, his life rapidly flowing away. He finally ceased breathing. 

Zheng Qi’s tears coursed down his old face as he looked up to the sky and cried bitterly, “Master, did 

you see it? This disciple ... finally avenged you!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1638: Too Courteous 

“Ye Yuan, thank you!” 

Facing Ye Yuan, tears flowed down Zheng Qi’s old face. 

Achieving his long-cherished wish made him feel as if a heavy weight was lifted from his mind. 

Originally, he already lost all hope. It was Ye Yuan who pulled him out of despair. 

The gratitude in his heart was already unable to use words to express. He could only say these simple 

four words. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Head Elder’s sincere heart, Ye Yuan admires it. This minor thing isn’t worth 

mentioning. This place isn’t suitable to stay for long. We’d better hurry up and leave.” 

The two people returned to find Ning Tianping and the rest. Ye Yuan displayed spatial laws and brought 

everyone back above the cliff. 

“Finally we can see the sun! This trip is really aggrieving!” 

“Yeah, my realm was suppressed so much for no reason. It felt really awful!” 

“All thanks to Elder Ye! Otherwise, probably none of us can escape this time.” 

... 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s people all sighed with vicissitudes of emotion. 

Life and death, two different worlds; they all, these elders and protectors, had never experienced such a 

dangerous place before. 

It was not that those fierce beasts were powerful, but it was that their realms were being suppressed. 
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This kind of powerlessness made them feel terrible, feeling despair. 

Luckily, they had Ye Yuan. That was how they escaped alive. 

Although Heavenly Eagle Imperial City also had casualties this time, compared to the other imperial 

cities and itinerant cultivators, their losses were the least. 

Therefore, they were grateful to Ye Yuan from the bottom of their hearts. 

The party was just about to leave when suddenly, two figures flew over swiftly. They were precisely the 

Song Yu and Lei Yi who left and had returned. 

The two of them joined hands and severely injured Ka Suo, but that guy still escaped. 

Returning above, they were no longer restrained by the origin magnetic field, recovering to Celestial 

Deity Realm. 

The two people consulted it over and turned back once more. 

Ye Yuan looked at these two people with a smile that was not a smile and said coolly, “What? The two of 

you want to commit highway robbery?” 

Song Yu said in a solemn voice, “Hand over the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain! Otherwise, you can 

forget about walking out of River Eternal Imperial City! Even if we can’t do anything to do, do you think 

that they can escape?” 

Ye Yuan took out the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain, held it in his hand, and said with a faint smile, “If 

you want it, then I’ll give it to you!” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan lightly sent it with one hand. The Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain flew 

towards the two with immense speed. 

The two people did not feel the undulation of the power of laws at all and even thought that Ye Yuan 

really gave up. 

The two recovered to Celestial Deity Realm. If Ye Yuan did not utilize the power of laws, this Origin 

Magnetic Divine Mountain did not pose much threat to them. 

When the two saw this, they could not help being overjoyed, falling over each other to go and catch the 

Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain. 

However, when they touched the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain, they only felt a tremendous force 

that could topple mountains and overturn the seas transmitting over. 

Rumble! 

“Puhwark!” 

Caught by surprise, the two people were brutally struck, figures flying out. 

And the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain suffered the counter-shock, returning to Ye Yuan’s hands 

again. 



“You guys are really too courteous. Since you all don’t want it, then I’ll reluctantly accept it,” Ye Yuan 

said with a smile. 

The surrounding people were all dumbfounded with shock, looking at this scene with extreme 

astonishment. 

Song Yu and Lei Yi were Celestial Deity powerhouses! 

Even though they were heavily injured, Celestial Deity powerhouses were Celestial Deity powerhouses, 

existences that could not be defeated. 

Now, they were actually smacked flying by Ye Yuan with a mountain! 

The power of this enormous mountain was simply too terrifying. 

Toward the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain, everyone’s eyes became incomparably heated. 

Except, Ye Yuan smacked two Celestial Deity powerhouses flying with a mountain. So how could they 

still dare to have designs on the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain? 

Song Yu and Lei Yi’s insides were in upheaval currently, a breath stifled in their chests, unable to 

breathe. They could not speak at all. 

They did not expect that the power of this toss could actually be so fierce. 

Careless! 

How could this punk possibly spit out the thing that he ate so easily? 

But they also did not expect that this Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain was actually so heavy, to actually 

be able to smash them, Celestial Deity powerhouses, to heavy injuries. 

Of course, this was primarily still because they were seriously wounded, their strength less than 10%. 

Right now, they piled injuries on top of injuries and virtually could not move anymore. 

Ye Yuan cupped his fists toward Ling Zikun and said, “Head Elder, we’ll be going back. There is no need 

to see us off.” 

Ling Zikun’s expression was not too good either. After all, Song Yu was their grand elder. 

It was just that he was being suppressed by Ye Yuan right now, how could he still dare to make a move? 

Hence, Ye Yuan brought Heavenly Eagle’s people, boarded the flying boat, and left under everyone’s 

eyes. 

... 

The news of Ye Yuan seizing the precious treasure and returning astounded the Heavenly Eagle Imperial 

City’s upper echelons. 

Apart from this, another news that roused people’s morale came over, Second Elder Xuan Yu broke 

through to half-step Celestial Deity Realm! 



Clearly, this was thanks to Ye Yuan! 

The higher-ups announced that Xuan Yu would replace Ruo Xu, becoming the Pill Tower’s head elder. 

For some time, the top of the city walls showcased a big royal flag. 

Hearing that Ye Yuan returned, Xuan Yu came to visit straight away. 

“Huhu, congratulations, Head Elder!” Ye Yuan cupped his fists and said. 

Xuan Yu scolded with a laugh, “You brat, still giving me this crap! If not for you, it’s impossible for me to 

break through too.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “That’s all on Head Elder whose talent surpasses people. What has it to do with 

me? However ... Second Elder is probably unresigned to it, right?” 

Xuan Yu sighed and said, “Isn’t that so? This old man doesn’t mind about empty reputation, but Ruo Xu 

is different. These days, he claimed to be sick and didn’t come out, practically in a state of semi-

retirement already.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “If he didn’t react at all, then you’d have to be more careful. As for now, he 

can’t play any tricks either.” 

Xuan Yu nodded his head. Regarding these things, he was really not adept at it. 

But he did not come today for this matter. Hence, he furrowed his brows and said, “Zheng Qi actually 

used Crazed Sword Evanescent this move. Now, his realm regressed, longevity greatly damaged. I ... I’m 

also at a loss on what to do!” 

Ye Yuan used rank three divine pills and preserved Zheng Qi’s life. But it could not let him recover back 

to new. 

Currently, Zheng Qi’s realm directly fell to the initial-stage Divine Lord Realm. Furthermore, his lifespan 

did not have much remaining. He was already a cripple. 

Xuan Yu had just become head elder, this naturally became a responsibility that fell on him. 

But Zheng Qi’s losses this time were extremely great. Ordinary medicinal pills had no effect on him at all. 

Even if Xuan Yu had broken through his realm, he was unable to refine the necessary pills as well. 

Refining peak rank four divine pills were not like refining rank three divine pills. For Xuan Yu to want to 

refine high-grade medicinal pills, it was virtually impossible. 

Hence, he came to seek help from Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan also sighed when he heard that and said, “I’m unable to refine rank four divine pills right now, 

and am also at a loss on what to do! I’ll impart to you some methods. You only need to preserve Head 

Elder Zheng Qi’s life first. As for the rest, better wait for me to break through to the Divine Lord Realm 

before talking.” 

Xuan Yu’s eyes lit up and he said, “Going out this time, you found the opportunity to breakthrough?” 

Ye Yuan laughed bitterly and shook his head and said, “Honestly, I don’t have any clues.” 



Xuan Yu got a shock when he heard that. Normally, with Ye Yuan’s heaven-defying talent, breaking 

through to Divine Lord Realm should not be difficult. 

Even if he was temporarily unable to break through, it was also impossible to keep on not having clues 

to breakthrough! 

“How is this possible? The cultivation method that you cultivate should be very powerful, breaking 

through to Divine Lord Realm should be something that happens naturally without additional effort!” 

Xuan Yu said. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1639: The Fallen Genius 

 “Elder Ye, you’re back?” Ye Yuan just entered the inner-city and ran into Lin Dong with a few friends. Lin 

Dong smiled as he greeted Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance, slightly nodded his head, and walked by, and did not have the intention of 

responding to him. 

Lin Dong was verbally respectful, but his face did not have any hint of respect at all. 

On the contrary, his face was full of mockery and gloating over others’ misfortune. 

His few friends were the same as him, their faces being full of disdain. 

Seeing Ye Yuan ignore him, Lin Dong smiled coldly and said to his friends, “Being cocky for what? Does 

he still think that he’s that genius elder? Can’t even break through to the Divine Lord Realm, and yet to 

also dare proclaim himself to be a genius. Truly laughable!” 

“Heh heh, can’t break through to the Divine Lord Realm, whatever genius he is, simply dog fart!” 

“I heard that there are already rumors upstairs, saying to abolish his position as an elder! Heh, once it 

becomes true, that will be avenging grievances if there are, taking revenge if there’s grudge!” 

“He still thinks that he’s the imperial city’s upper echelon figure, putting on airs in front of us!” 

“Hahaha!” 

… 

These people talked very loudly and did not have the intention of avoiding Ye Yuan at all. 

Clearly, they did not think anything of Ye Yuan, this elder, anymore. 

In a twinkle, 300 years had already passed since returning from the Fiend Calling Ridge! 

During these 300 years, Ye Yuan had attempted no idea how many methods, but he still could not find 

the key to creating the fourth layer cultivation method. 

This door was seemingly thoroughly shut for him. 

Ye Yuan visualized the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, attempting to break through with Alchemy Dao, 

but he gained nothing. 
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After even going for closed-seclusion he could not find the way, Ye Yuan frequently went out alone to 

train and even refined a void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill to consume. 

But all of the efforts were akin to a rock sinking into the ocean, not having any effect at all. 

Back then, Ye Yuan coming roaring into existence shocked the entire Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. Even 

the Celestial Deity powerhouses upstairs made an exception and promoted Ye Yuan to Pill Tower elder. 

For some time, it was incredibly shocking. 

Everyone would not doubt that Ye Yuan would become a Divine Lord Realm powerhouse very soon! 

However, same as how everyone could not imagine Ye Yuan’s terrifying strength, they also did not think 

that Ye Yuan was unable to break through to the Divine Lord Realm for 300 years. 

To a mediocre talent, 300 years to break through to Divine Lord Realm, that was a normal phenomenon. 

But to Ye Yuan, 300 years were far too long! 

Keep on failing to break through to Divine Lord Realm, there were naturally some voices that called for 

an inquiry concerning him within the city. 

Especially when Ye Yuan was a large tree where the winds howled around the highest peaks, practically 

everyone’s eyes were fixed on him. 

Now, this kind of questioning voice, they were currently getting stronger and stronger. Therefore, that 

was why Lin Dong they all dared to disregard Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan had just returned from training outside and heard the news that they were going to abolish his 

elder position. 

He believed that this was not a groundless rumor, otherwise, Lin Dong would not dare to be so arrogant 

as well. 

However, he did not mind. 

The position of elder might be extremely respected to others, but to him, he did not have much 

hesitation to leave the post. 

His horizons would never stop on the position of a measly elder. 

Regarding Lin Dong their provocation, Ye Yuan could not be bothered to care as well, leaving 

straightaway. 

But when Lin Dong they all saw Ye Yuan remain silent, they even thought that Ye Yuan was scared, and 

became even more brazen. 

They actually chased next to Ye Yuan and continued to ridicule. 

“Goodness me, our great genius Ye actually fled in disgrace! Hahaha …” 



“We, these mediocre talents, already broke through to the Divine Lord Realm. But Elder Ye who’s called 

the number one genius is actually unable to break through to the Divine Lord Realm, really making 

people die of laughter!” 

“Heh, the imperial city let him be elder because they were certain that he could break through to the 

Divine Lord Realm. But now, it seemed like people at the upstairs misjudged the person!” 

… 

Everyone was just talking when a powerful aura suddenly descended. An old man suddenly appeared on 

the streets, using an icy-cold gaze to look at Lin Dong and the rest. 

Lin Dong and the rest seemed to have dropped into ice, their words abruptly ceasing. 

“A-Ancestor!” Lin Dong and the rest said stammeringly. 

“Scram!” Coldfeather said in a cold voice. 

“Y-Yes, Ancestor!” 

Lin Dong and the rest did not expect that Coldfeather would actually show up here and were frightened 

until they wet their pants in terror, escaping like flying. 

Coldfeather looked at Ye Yuan and said in anger from failing to live up to expectations, “You’re at any 

rate a Pill Tower elder too. How can you allow these bastards to bully freely?” 

In these 300 years, Celestial Deity Realm seemed to have been enlightened, breaking through all the 

way to half-step Celestial Deity Realm. It was truly thick accumulations erupting. 

Now, Coldfeather’s status in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City naturally rose along with the general situation. 

Coldfeather did not like these mundane affairs. But presently, Zheng Qi was half-dead, so Coldfeather 

took up the responsibility of the Martial Tower’s affairs. 

This world was realistic. One should not look at how Coldfeather’s seniority was high. If his realm kept 

on remaining stagnant and did not advance, he would only be flaunting his seniority. No one would care 

about him at all. 

But now, there was naturally no one who dared to underestimate him. 

Ye Yuan looked at Coldfeather and said with a smile, “Isn’t it said that my position of elder is about to be 

gone?” 

Coldfeather froze, heaved a sigh, and said, “You keep on being unable to break through, so it’s hard to 

shut everybody’s mouths! This matter, this old man also strongly opposed it, but those two fellows also 

had their concerns. You shouldn’t blame them.” 

Ye Yuan knew those two fellows in Coldfeather’s words were Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s two 

Celestial Deity powerhouses. 

These two people, one had even higher seniority than Coldfeather, the other was in the same 

generation with Coldfeather. 



This was Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, so it was naturally their words that counts the most. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “What’s Brother Coldfeather saying? Being an elder is 

good; being a mortal is fine too. They are merely empty titles. If cultivators of my generation don’t have 

strength, everything is naturally empty talk.” 

Coldfeather was rather surprised at Ye Yuan’s reaction. He did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually so 

open-minded. 

One had to know, the resources that elders enjoyed were not what ordinary people could compare to. 

To martial artists, what was the most important? 

Wasn’t it still cultivation resources! 

Coldfeather let out another sigh and said, “I really don’t understand, talent like yours is absolutely the 

number one person in accomplishments that surpasses ancient and modern times. Even if you break 

through to the True God Realm in the future, even the Empyrean Realm, I don’t find it the slightest bit 

strange! But you keep failing to break through to the Divine Lord Realm, it really perplexes me!” 

Coldfeather knew that the predecessor who comprehended second-layered heaven spatial laws, his 

strength was already unimaginable at present. 

Ye Yuan only used 100 years and comprehended second-layered heaven laws, his talent was absolutely 

not beneath that predecessor’s talent! 

However, why was he unable to break through to the Divine Lord Realm? 

Opening up a small world might be impossible to achieve for life to others, but to Ye Yuan, it should be 

effortless! 

According to Coldfeather’s opinion, Ye Yuan should have broken through within 50 years. 

But over 300 years had passed. Ye Yuan still did not have any improvement. 

Therefore, he could not understand it no matter how he thought about it. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The cultivation method that I cultivate is a little special, breaking through 

requires an opportunity. This opportunity keeps not on coming, so I’m unable to break through from 

beginning to end as well.” 

Coldfeather’s expression was ugly as he said, “Really no idea what kind of cultivation method, to actually 

be so freakish. Even a genius like you isn’t able to break through! Forget it, there will be an elders 

meeting three days later. Some people are probably going to make a fuss about your matters. You’d 

best be more careful.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Just an elder position. It’s not a big deal.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1640: Besieged on All Sides 

Backing out of the Selfless Realm, Ye Yuan’s eyes revealed a complicated look. 
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“Senior, it looks like ... there’s only this last path that can be taken!” Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said to 

Dustless. 

Presently, Ye Yuan could already enter the Selfless Realm at any time. 

However, under the Selfless Realm, Ye Yuan came up with various methods many times and was still 

unable to create the fourth layer cultivation method. 

Over these 300 years, the methods that Ye Yuan derived were no less than several tens of thousands. 

But not a single one could work. 

Dustless nodded and said, “It can only be like this! These few years, you’ve attempted countless times 

before, wanting to open up an inner world, but it just doesn’t work. Could it be that this fourth layer 

cultivation method really doesn’t need to open up an inner world?” 

Ye Yuan’s journey of the heart these few years, Dustless naturally took it into his sights. 

But the final result, Dustless was also very perplexed. 

These few years, Ye Yuan had always been attempting to find ways to open up an inner world, but it 

would not work no matter what. 

His divine sea seemed to be sealed, unable to open up a gap no matter what. 

Regarding repeated failures, Ye Yuan had long already achieved being rippleless like a dried-up well. He 

said, “I have a feeling that I might really have gone the wrong direction these few years. It’s just that no 

opening up an inner world, how this path should be taken makes me very confused.” 

Dustless said, “This old man is unable to imagine it. Without opening up an inner world, how can one 

break through to the Divine Lord Realm? The might of the Divine Lord Realm lies in world power. 

Without an inner world, where’s the world power? Even if you break through to the Divine Lord Realm, 

how can you fight with powerhouses at the same realm?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This is also the problem that has always troubled me. Most likely, the key to 

breaking through lies here!” 

Dustless heaved a sigh and said, “Right now, you can only go to the Heavenspan Mountain. However, 

the Heavenspan Mountain isn’t some otherworldly paradise. Your strength going there is still rather 

insufficient.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Nothing in the world is difficult for one who sets his mind to it. No matter how 

tough this hurdle is, I have to make it through too!” 

... 

The moment Ye Yuan entered the hall, the atmosphere inside immediately became strange. 

Originally, Ye Yuan was Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s rising star, gloriously resplendent, no one dared to 

slight him. 

But now, the halo of a genius already faded. People’s perception toward Ye Yuan was also quietly 

undergoing change. 



In this world where the strong reigned supreme, weaklings could only be eliminated. 

A fallen genius was not sufficient to get their high regard, even if he had performed deeds of valor for 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

These few years, Ye Yuan used medicinal pills to groom no idea how many powerhouses for Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City. 

Even new Divine Lord Realm powerhouses also had close to 100 more out of nowhere in these 300 

years! 

And this number was virtually several times of normal circumstances. 

These few years, Ye Yuan left behind hundreds of new pill formulas for the Pill Tower. It could be said to 

benefit all generations. 

Ning Siyu, Lu Yi, and the rest, their Alchemy Dao strength advanced by leaps and bounds under Ye 

Yuan’s grooming. 

Ye Yuan revamped spatial laws anew for the Martial Tower, making it possible to comprehend spatial 

laws, similarly blessing for ages to come. 

A period of 300 years might not be that long to a Deity Realm powerhouse, but Ye Yuan’s contributions 

to Heavenly Eagle Imperial City was what these elders were unable to compare to. 

But this was no use! 

Not being able to break through to the Divine Lord Realm, Ye Yuan, this Three-star Alchemy God, was far 

less significant to Heavenly Eagle Imperial City already. 

Above the high hall, an old man sat at the top, looking somewhat fleeting and ephemeral. 

Celestial Deity Realm powerhouses rarely showed face. Ye Yuan had lived for 400 over years in Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City, it was still his first time seeing the Celestial Deity Realm powerhouse here. 

And this time, he also truly felt the might of Celestial Deity Realm martial artists! 

Over 300 years ago, the Celestial Deity powerhouses Ye Yuan met at the Fiend Calling Ridge had their 

realms suppressed. The pressure brought on him was far from as great. 

Even returning above later, they were also seriously injured, their strength less than 10%. 

This Celestial Deity Realm powerhouse was called He Chong, Heavenly Eagle Imperial City’s grand elder. 

“I pay respects to Grand Elder!” Ye Yuan cupped his fists and said to He Chong. 

He Chong nodded slightly and said, “Sit then.” 

Coldfeather and Xuan Yu looked at Ye Yuan with complicated expressions, having unspeakable 

melancholy in their hearts. 

The current situation was already not what they could control. 



It was not just Ruo Xu their lineage’s people were kicking up a fuss. Right now, even the elders on their 

own side were also calling Ye Yuan, this elder, into question. 

After all, a genius who could not break through to the Divine Lord Realm was nothing! 

When all of the elders were seated, He Chong slowly said, “Ruo Xu, today’s elders meeting, you preside 

over it.” 

Ruo Xu was delighted when he heard it and said, “Yes, Grand Elder!” 

While talking, Ruo Xu was rather excited. 

Back then, he utterly lost his face at Ye Yuan’s hands. Until now, he still had not recovered. 

After many years, he finally found an opportunity to trample Ye Yuan away. So how could he not be 

excited? 

As for Ling Zikun’s matter, it was merely a minor incident[1]. 

Now, many years had already passed, he naturally would not keep it in mind. 

Ruo Xu swept a glance around and said, “Convening everyone here today, I presume everybody has a 

score in their hearts. Right now, quite a number of people in the city have quite a bit of veiled criticism 

towards one of our elders, thinking that his strength isn’t adequate to take on the role of elder. 

Originally, this was just a small number of people commenting. But in the course of time, the strength of 

this elder of ours did not advance an inch. The people talking behind his back also became more and 

more. As a last resort, the elders meeting this time needs to be conducted. So everybody should talk 

about their own views first.” 

While talking, Ruo Xu signaled several confidants with his eyes. Those few elders immediately 

understood. 

An elder spoke up, “There’s no denying that this elder had once amazed us! But, he has also deluded us, 

making us have a misconception, thinking that he can definitely soar to the heavens in one bound, even 

bringing our Heavenly Eagle Imperial City to a higher level. But looking at it now, everything is a false 

impression! Letting a person who can’t even break through to the Divine Lord Realm be an elder, this is 

simply the imperial city’s shame!” 

The moment he finished talking, another elder followed up, “It’s really too ironic! My disciple only used 

30 years and broke through from grand completion Origin Deity to first-layered heaven Divine Lord. This 

elder used a full 300 years, but couldn’t even breakthrough to half-step Divine Lord. How can this kind of 

mediocre talent take on the position of elder?” 

Xuan Yu furrowed his brows and said in a solemn voice, “Huang Wenhao, do you want face saying this or 

not? Don’t you forget how your disciple broke through to the Divine Lord Realm!” 

Huang Wenhao did not dare to rebut Xuan Yu, but said, “Head Elder, your words are wrong. Ye Yuan 

helped my disciple refine the Vastsun Universe Pill, but his talent is already there. Even if he didn’t 

consume the medicinal pill, he’d break through in at most 50 years too. Not like some people, unable to 

break through in even 300 years!” 



Xuan Yu could not help choking when he heard that and was actually somewhat exasperated. 

Huang Wenhao’s words made him unable to refute. 

Coldfeather’s gaze swept around and he said in a cold voice, “You ungrateful things! These few years, 

how many of you didn’t benefit from Ye Yuan? Now, throwing a rock down the well, it’s not even veiled 

at all!” 


